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We transform a TEM00 laser mode into multiple counterpropagating optical traps to achieve
four-dimensional simultaneous manipulation of multiple particles. Efficient synthesis and dynamic
control of the counterpropagating-beam traps is carried out via the generalized phase contrast
method, and a spatial polarization-encoding scheme. Our experiments genuinely demonstrate
real-time, interactive particle-position control for forming arbitrary volumetric constellations and
complex three-dimensional trajectories of multiple particles. This opens up doors for
cross-disciplinary cutting-edge research in various fields. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1866646g

Sculpted light fields have advanced our ability to ma-
nipulate colloidal aggregates and brought unique opportuni-
ties for fundamental and applied science.1 From a physical
stance, tailored optical potentials were used to investigate
underlying mechanisms of optically bound matter,2,3 stochas-
tic resonance in Brownian particles,4 and light-matter angu-
lar momentum transfer.5 Of equivalent significance are the
applications of optical manipulation for powering colloidal
microfluidic machines6 and fractionating mixtures through
optical lattices.7,8 Tailored optical landscapes have also been
applied to organize matter. Arrays of microscopic objects
have been patterned in one dimension,9 two dimensions
s2Dd,10,11and three dimensionss3Dd.12 In particular, material
engineers have seen the potentials of optical manipulation in
synthesizing advanced materials. This is substantiated in re-
cent works showing the complementary role of optical trap-
ping with laser-initiated photopolymerization for the con-
struction and gelling of permanent particle arrays from linear
to crystal-like structures.13,14 Aside from the ability to form
predefined structures in 3D, however, a number of applica-
tions, including those of biological relevance, would signifi-
cantly gain from the power of being able to arbitrarily adjust
the relative positions of particle aggregates over a full vol-
ume and in a manner that satisfies real human response time.

With the advent of spatial light modulatorssSLMd, rapid
developments boosting the degree of control for optically
trapped particles have been seen in two techniques based on
diffractive opticssDOd12,13 and the generalized phase con-
trastsGPCd method.11,15–17Recently, we have shown the suit-
ability of the GPC approach for direct and user-interactive
manipulation of a colony of particles and living cells simul-
taneously trapped and manipulated in a two-dimensional
plane with no surface contact.18 Here, we implement the
GPC method to demonstrate optical micromanipulation of
colloidal particles independently trapped and real-time ma-
nipulated throughout a large volume. This is achieved using
a light-efficient configuration based on multiple
counterpropagating-beam traps. Using a lossless polarization
scheme,19 the axial positions of each individually trapped
particle are varied by changing the relative powers of or-
thogonally polarized counterpropagating beams. This is ac-
complished by using a spatially addressable polarization

modulator, which effectively separates the command on the
relative strengths of individual pairs of opposing beams
forming each trap. Since the transverse intensity patterns
used to construct the trapping configurations are synthesized
by the GPC method, transverse trap positions and dynamics
are inherently reconfigurable in real time. The combined re-
sult enables, four-dimensionals4Dd optical manipulation of a
plurality of simultaneously trapped microscopic particles.

The instrumentation of our 4D optical manipulation sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 1. An expanded TEM00 mode from a
near-infrared laser is illuminating a phase-only SLM. Upon
reflection, the approximately planar incident wave front ac-
quires a 2D phase distribution encoded on the SLM front-
panel surface. The programmable phase function, described
by fsu,vd, is represented as a spatial pattern of up to 256
grey levels on a designated computer graphic monitor. A
reasonably linear relation is set between the SLM phase and
monitor grey level. For reconfigurable patterns of phase
fsu,vd in our system implementation, binary grey levels cor-
responding to phasesf=0 andf=p, suffice. This implies
that faster types of SLMs based on ferroelectric liquid crys-
tals, quantum well devices, or microelectromechanical
systems-mirrors can be applied. By utilizing a GPC-based
light projection setup, the binary phasefsu,vd is efficiently
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FIG. 1. sColor onlined Experimental setup for implementing 4D optical
manipulation. cw Ti:S, continuous-wave titanium:sapphireswavelength
=830 nm; maximum power=1.5 Wd; Nd:YVO4, neodymium:yttrium-
vanadateswavelength=532 nmd; GPC, generalized phase contrast system;
SLM, spatial light modulator; SPM, spatial polarization modulator; PBS,
polarizing beam splitter; MO, microscope objectivef360; numerical apera-
ture sNAd=0.85g; DM, dichroic mirror.
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converted into a high-contrast intensity patternIsu8 ,v8d.20–22

The intensity pattern is then projected onto the front-panel of
a spatial polarization modulatorsSPMd. Here, the process is
described by

fsu,vd = po
n=1

N

fnsu − un,v − vnd →
GPC

Isu8,v8d

< I0o
n=1

N

fnsu8 − un8,v8 − vn8d, s1d

wherefnsu,vd= fnsu8 /s,v8 /sd si.e.,s magnification 4-f imag-
ingd denotes the desired geometrical feature of thenth trap
centered atsun8 ,vn8d with the condition that no two traps over-
lap. For brevity, we also assume a Dirac-delta type imaging
point-spread function in our description so that the same
functional form of Isu8,v8d acceptably represents the pro-
jected pattern to our sample plane. Thus, for the traps used
sin general,fnsu,vd sets an arbitrary pattern for each trapd
with top-hat cross-sectional intensity profiles, we can write
fnsu,vd=circsÎu2+v2/and, where an defines the cross-
sectional radius, which is individually adjustable for each
trap. Standard optimization of the GPC process, described in
our previous work,22 is followed to attain high photon effi-
ciency and optimal visibility in generatingIsu8 ,v8d, i.e., I0 in
Eq. s1d is maximized.

At this point, it is worth to discuss the various modes
under which the system can operate. To enumerate these
modes, we need to describe the reflection that occurs on the
SPM. The SPM modulates the incident linearly polarized
field Esu8 ,v8dêv whose dot product with its complex conju-
gate is proportional toIsu8,v8d. A computer encodes a unique

phase functioncsu8,v8d onto this SPM. Since the director
axis of this birefringent device is oriented at 45° withêv, the
time-dependent reflected intensity patternIrsu8,v8; td is pro-
portional to the squared modulus of the complex reflected
field given by19

EY rsu8,v8;td = Esu8,v8;tdh− i sinfcsu8,v8;td/2gêu

+ cosfcsu8,v8;td/2gêvj. s2d

The bracketed terms of Eq.s2d denotes a polarization
landscape that, in general, varies both in space and time.
Depending on how we choose the space and the time depen-
dence offsu8,v8; td⇒ Isu8,v8; td and csu8,v8; td, a set of oper-
ating modes for 4D optical manipulation can take place. Us-
ing a polarizing beam splittersPBSd, we have losslessly
decomposed the orthogonally polarized componentsss-pol
and p-pold of Eq. s2d. The two components are finally pro-
jected to the sample along a common optical axis but with
oppositek vectors. The system prealignment procedure re-
quires the two projections to be superimposed transversely
and focused onto respective planes that have a slight axial
separation. The control over the individual relative strengths
of polarization components associated with each trap is to-
tally decoupled from each other, as seen from Eq.s2d. In
other words, usingN traps, each particle in a colloidal sys-
tem under manipulation can be given a generally time-
dependent position vectorrWnstd=xnstdêx+ynstdêy+znstdêz or
its higher time derivativessvelocity, acceleration, and so ond,
as well. Functionsxnstd andynstd respectively possess direct
proportionality to the SLM-controlled variablesunstd and
vnstd in Eq. s1d, andznstd is separately controlled bycsu,v ; td
in Eq. s2d. In Fig. 2, we illustrate one operation mode for
creating full-space trajectories of simultaneously trapped
polystyrene microbeads.23 The user-controlled
positions usun,vndun=1,2,3 of three traps enable us to interac-
tively position three particles at the vertices of an imaginary
triangle. We setusun,vndun=1,2,3 to progressively vary taking
coordinates that lie on a circle withc=csu8,v8d, i.e., a tem-
porally fixed polarization landscape. This effectively results
in identical but out-of-phase time-varying position vectors
for the particles, i.e.:rW1std=rW2st−T/3d=rW3st−2T/3d, which
trace out the 3D path shown in Fig. 2.T denotes the time it
takes for a sphere to traverse one cycle of the path.

The most general mode of operation is achieved by mak-
ing the axial trap position an active control parameter like
the transverse trap position rather than applying a fixed po-
larization landscape. To do so, we simply encodecsu8,v8; td
of the following form:

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Defining 3D trajectories for multiplesN=3d optically trapped polystyrene spheressdiameter=3mmd. The trace of the 3D path is shown,
right ssee Ref. 23d.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined User-coordinated patterning of commercially dyed
polystyrene spheressdiameter=3mmd in sad 2D; andsbd 3D, sN=25d, form-
ing the text “GPC,” using a distinct sphere-color for each character. Insbd
virtual planesz=−5 mm, z=0, andz= +5 mm intersect the centers-of-mass
of the red, blue, and yellow-dyed spheres, respectively.
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csu8,v8;td = po
n=1

N

gnstdfnfu8 − un8std,v8 − vn8stdg. s3d

Note that this is similar tofsu,vd in Eq. s1d, differing only
by a factor 0øgnstdø1 inside the summation. By recalling
that in Eq.s2d csu8 ,v8d determines the relative strengths of
the orthogonal polarization components, one finds that the
indexed weighting termgnstd enables axial control to be
completely independent for each trap. The application of
various operation modes has enabled us to perform genu-
inely real-time interactive optical manipulation of large ar-
rays of particlessFigs. 3 and 4d.23 We believe that these
illustrations of interactively formed colloidal constellations
and their user-defined dynamics have profound implications.
It demonstrates the possibility of our system to allow access
into exciting experiments involving arbitrarily patterned or
dynamically driven systems of colloidal particles, including
colloidal arrays created as analogs for modeling systems that
are irrepressible or inaccessible within atomic and molecular
domains.2,3 For microbiologists, it serves as a noninvasive
tool for manipulating cells into spatial configurations that
may trigger variations in developmental features.

Over other alternatives, the GPC-based system offers
several advantages. Further scaling of the real-time user-
interactive manipulation to larger particle arrays is feasible
since the GPC setup can in theory reconstruct fully dynamic
arbitrary arrays with more than 90% efficiency requiring no
computational overhead, which is compulsory in a DO-based
approach.12 In the GPC-based system, trap resolution may be
set equal to the SLM resolution and the lateral intensity dis-
tribution that form the traps stretch along the extent of the
microscope field of view. Photon efficiency in a DO-based
system depends on the spatial trap locations, and is compro-
mised by the limited space-bandwidth productsSBWPd of
the SLM, by the unwanted zero order and higher orders ac-
companying any desired diffraction pattern and by the strong
spherical aberrations along the depth dimension associated
with the use of high numerical aperture objective lens focus-
ing. The GPC-based 4D manipulation system described here
uses two key devices: a SLM to modulate phase and a SPM
to modulate polarization of light. Nevertheless, unlike the

complex task imposed by a DO-based method to synthesize a
3D light distribution on a single 2D phase-encoding device,
separated transverse and axial trap control, which are not
constrained by the SBWP, are assigned to the two devices,
respectively. Finally, we emphasize that the simplicity of the
binary phase modulation and the spatial polarization modu-
lation scheme implies the future use of low-cost liquid crys-
tal display technology.

Focusing on two attributes of an electromagnetic field,
namely phase and polarization, we have formulated an
energy-efficient way for crafting a single laser beam into
real-time adjustable arrays of counterpropagating light fields,
whose confining optical potentials enable the manipulation
of multiple particles in 4D. The proposed system can, in due
course, become an essential tool for unraveling issues that
are yet to be understood in the physics of colloidal systems
and the biology of microorganisms. It also has the potential
for a range of technological applications where current opti-
cal manipulation schemes fall short.
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FIG. 4. sColor onlined Optical trappingsNmax=36d and manipulation into
arbitrary constellations of colloidal microspheressSiO2, diameter
=2.25mm; polystyrene, diameter=3mmd, top. 3D rendered view of the
spheres’ relative positions, bottomssee Ref. 23d.
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